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ABSTRACT

The flows of energy and water from ocean to land are examined in the context of the land energy and water

budgets, for land as a whole and for continents. Most atmospheric reanalyses have large errors of up to

15Wm22 in the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) energy imbalance, and none include volcanic eruptions. The flow

of energy from ocean to land is more reliable as it relies on analyzed wind, temperature, andmoisture fields. It

is examined for transports of the total, latent energy (LE), and dry static energy (DSE) to land as a whole and

as zonal means. The net convergence of energy onto land is balanced by the loss of energy at TOA, measured

by Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES), and again there are notable discrepancies. Only

the ECMWF Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-I) is stable and plausible. Strong compensation between variations

in LE and DSE transports onto land means that their sum is more stable over time, and the net transport of

energy onto land is largely that associated with the hydrological cycle (LE). A more detailed examination is

given of the energy and water budgets for Eurasia, North and South America, Australia, and Africa, making

use of Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) data for water storage on land and data on river

discharge into the ocean. With ERA-I, the new land estimates for both water and energy are closer to

achieving balances than in previous studies. As well as the annual means, the mean annual cycles are ex-

amined in detail along with uncertainty sampling estimates, but the main test used here is that of closure.

1. Introduction

Global perspectives on the energy and water cycles

for planet Earth are important and they set the stage for

more focused aspects that are vitally important for re-

gional climate variability and change. Biases in global

values are likely to be reflected in regional values, but

local biases can easily be an order of magnitude larger.

Hence, examining and eliminating regional biases may

help the global values. In this paper, an examination is

given first of the land domain as a whole and transports

of energy and water from ocean to land, and then more

detailed results are given for the major landmasses, ex-

cepting for Antarctica. Included here are estimates for

Eurasia, North and SouthAmerica,Africa, andAustralia.

While we have also computed results for Greenland and

Antarctica, the large nonstationary component associated

with melting land ice warrants special treatment in those

regions and is taken up elsewhere.

The hydrological cycle and its changes over time are

of considerable interest to society, and such changes are

intimately linked to the energy cycle, especially via

changes in phase of water. The evaporation E, or more

generally evapotranspiration (ET), of moisture in one

place and the precipitation P in other places are joined

via atmospheric moisture transports. On land, excess of

precipitation either goes into surface water (lakes and

ponds), soil moisture, and groundwater or runs off into

streams and rivers and discharges into the ocean. In the

ocean, excessE overP leads tomore saline waters, while

the reverse freshens the ocean and a balance is achieved

via ocean transports. Changes in moisture storage on

land can be significant in the short term (Boening et al.

2012), especially in winter in the form of snow, but

changes in atmospheric storage are fairly small. Trenberth

et al. (2007b) provided a synthesis of the understanding

of some aspects of the global hydrological cycle and its

annual cycle, both globally and for continents. Trenberth

and Fasullo (2013) examine the regional energy and

water cycle over North America in detail. The latter part
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of this paper is an extension of that study to other

continents.

There are many disparate datasets that pertain to as-

pects of the water and energy cycles and their changes

over time, but it has been exceedingly difficult to syn-

thesize them into a coherent framework that presents

a physically consistent picture of these vital cycles. In

this paper, we attempt to do this by examining themean,

annual cycle, and variability of the various components

by taking advantage of improvements in a number of

datasets. For energy, these include the top-of-atmosphere

(TOA) radiation, atmospheric energy quantities, and

transports from new reanalyses and the implied surface

fluxes thatmay be evaluated using alternative surface flux

products and changes in subsurface storage (section 2).

For the water cycle, they include atmospheric quantities

and transport from reanalyses, estimates of terrestrial

runoff and water discharge into the ocean, and micro-

gravity measurements from the Gravity Recovery and

Climate Experiment (GRACE) that provide estimates

of changes in water storage. The focus is on land on con-

tinental scales in order to be able to utilize integrated

river discharge estimates fromDai and Trenberth (2002)

and Dai et al. (2009) and avoid the complexity associ-

ated with individual river basins.

It is therefore necessary to examine how well the

reanalyses replicate the energy flows. Evaluations of

atmospheric energy variables and transports for land

and ocean domains were given in Fasullo and Trenberth

(2008a,b) and Trenberth and Fasullo (2008), and Fasullo

and Trenberth (2008b) inferred ocean heat transports as

a residual. Trenberth et al. (2011) evaluated eight re-

analyses for water with regard to the bulk values for land

and ocean as a whole and the transports from ocean to

land, plus global energy, and Lorenz and Kunstmann

(2012) further detailed the hydrological cycle perfor-

mance in three reanalyses. Both concluded that the

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-

casts (ECMWF) Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-I) provides

the best option although some problems exist. Notably

soil moisture is overestimated in ERA-I, particularly for

dry land (see also Albergel et al. 2012). Scrutiny of the

TOA energy imbalance here sets the stage for examin-

ing the transport of energy from ocean to land as a whole

and for its components, which can be cross checked us-

ing TOA radiation observations. One of the major

components is moisture (latent energy) transport and

the water cycle is a key part of the energy cycle through

the evaporative cooling at the surface and latent heating

of the atmosphere. Hence, these aspects lead to and enable

more detailed examination of continental-scale energy and

water budgets and how well closure can be achieved

with the latest datasets.

The conservation constraints on the energy and water

budgets can be used to provide a commentary on accu-

racy of observational estimates. Storage of heat on land

is limited by conduction, and the biggest changes are from

flowand changes inwater and snow cover, which aremost

evident seasonally. Increasing confidence in TOA and

atmospheric energy budgets provides ameans to estimate

the surface energy budget over land as a residual.

The most comprehensive terrestrial freshwater dis-

charge data come from the synthesis of 925 of the largest

rivers with modeling of the missing data in space and

time to produce time series for 1948–2004 (Dai et al.

2009). Unfortunately it has not been possible to update

these series and river gauge data are degrading. Ac-

cordingly, attention is given to the decadal variability

estimates from this dataset. Syed et al. (2009) made

GRACE-based estimates of terrestrial freshwater dis-

charge for the limited period of 2003–05 while using the

National Centers for Environmental Prediction–National

Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) re-

analysis for atmospheric transports. The latter suffer from

multiple problems (Trenberth et al. 2005, 2011) and the

more recent reanalyses provide superior estimates of the

atmospheric component. Alternative estimates of water

discharge from land have been given by Syed et al. (2010)

for 1994–2006 based upon changes in the ocean as seen in

the ocean mass and sea level changes plus precipitation

and surface evaporation flux estimates over ocean, but

these have quite large uncertainties (e.g., Trenberth et al.

2007a, 2011) and they are not constrained by conserva-

tion principles. van der Ent et al. (2010) provide new

estimates of the movement of atmospheric moisture and

how much is recycled in various regions but depend a lot

on model estimates of recycling. The lifetime of moisture

in most models is too short (Trenberth et al. 2011).

Over land, Jim�enez et al. (2011) and Mueller et al.

(2011) evaluated a set of global datasets of ET from re-

mote sensing, land surface models (LSMs), reanalysis,

and climate models and found the uncertainties to be

close to 50%of total mean annual values. Vinukollu et al.

(2011) further evaluated available ET estimates from

many sources and found issues with continuity in time

and likely biases. Large differences were found between

satellite-based estimates versus surface meteorological-

based estimates and output from several models driven

by the meteorological input. The spread from the dif-

ferent models contributed to the uncertainty.

A comprehensive approach to estimating the terres-

trial water cycle (Sahoo et al. 2011) albeit with satellite

data used multiple satellite remote sensing and ground-

based products for 2003–06 that were reconciled and

merged into a single best estimate for 10 river basins

based on uncertainty estimates. With the original data,
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closure of the water budget was not achievable and er-

rors were on the order of 5%–25% of the mean annual

precipitation. However, the merging into a physically

constrained budget resulted in the biggest errors being

assigned to satellite precipitation products. Using in-

dividual river basins enables observations of river dis-

charge to be utilized but the complex topography that

bounds a basinmay contribute to errors via theGRACE

data owing to its footprint size and ‘‘leakage’’ across the

domain borders. Pan et al. (2012) proposed a systematic

method of synthesizing all water-related data andmodel

simulations and applied the method to 32 globally dis-

tributed major river basins for 1984–2006. These prom-

ising results nonetheless depend on the assignment of

errors to each dataset.

Here we overcome the problem of domain borders of

each river basin to a large degree but at the expense of

uncertainty in the integrated river discharge into the

ocean not being concurrent in time.

2. Methods and data

The atmospheric conservation of moisture equation

when vertically integrated in flux form is

›w

›t
1$ � 1

g

ðp
s

0
vq dp5E2P , (1)

where q is the specific humidity, w5 (1/g)
Ð ps
0 q dp is the

precipitable water (total column water vapor), E is the

surface evaporation, andP is the net surface precipitation

rate. In addition to water vapor, atmospheric liquid water

and ice components are also included, although these are

mostly small. The whole equation can be expressed also

in terms of energy by multiplying by L, the latent heat of

vaporization. Because the tendency term is small, the

primary balance is thus between the freshwater flux E 2
P and the moisture divergence.

The surface water conservation equation is

›S/›t5P2E2R , (2)

where S is the subsurface storage of water substance and

R is the runoff. Hence, if the changes in atmospheric and

surface storage are negligible, the balance is between

atmospheric moisture convergence and runoff.

The vertically integrated energy budget is made up of

net TOA radiationRT, the convergence of energy by the

atmospheric winds, and the net surface flux of energy Fs.

The net radiation in turn consists of the incoming ab-

sorbed shortwave radiation (ASR) and the outgoing

longwave radiation (OLR), RT 5 ASR 2 OLR. The

total atmospheric energy (TE) transport is made up of

dry static energy (DSE), latent energy (LE), and kinetic

energy (KE) components, but the latter contribution is

small (Trenberth and Stepaniak 2003a). Together the

moist static energy (MSE) is MSE 5 DSE 1 LE. The

changes in storage of atmospheric energy, ›TE/›t, must

also be accounted for. Although estimates of the surface

flux of energy exist, with components from net radiation

and sensible and latent heat fluxes, herewe estimate this as

a residual of the other components, symbolically given as

Fs 5RT 2$ � vTE2 ›TE/›t , (3)

where$ � vTE represents the divergence of the vertically

integrated horizontal transport of total energy by the

velocity v (for details, see Trenberth and Stepaniak

2003a). Note that here Fs is directed downward (oppo-

site in convention to Fasullo and Trenberth 2008a,b).

For energy, we make use of Clouds and the Earth’s

Radiant Energy System (CERES) TOA observations,

Energy Balanced and Filled (EBAF) v6.2r (Loeb et al.

2009), as part of the energy cycle and hence this limits the

timeframe from March 2000 to the present. For vertically

integrated groundwater and soil moisture, we useGRACE

data (e.g., Syed et al. 2009, 2010) which are available only

after March 2002 for 668N–668S, and we use the recently

reprocessed GRACEdata fromLanderer and Swenson

(2012) for 2003–10 based on the so-called RL04 release.

For river discharge, the synthesized river discharge data

(Dai et al. 2009) are used but these are only available as

time series up to 2004, limiting our ability to close the

water cycle as long time series. However, we will use

these values as constraints on the mean annual cycle in

terms of subsurface water storage changes, and the

interannual and decadal variability is assessed to place

uncertainties on the values.

Recent atmospheric reanalyses have improved mark-

edly over earlier ones but all still have residual problems

that must be accounted for. The reanalyses have the

major advantage of postprocessing all of the data that are

available after considerable quality control in a consistent

data assimilation system. However, in the absence of

a perfect model and observations, as the model predicted

state at any time is adjusted by the available observa-

tions to produce an analysis increment, quantities such

as water and energy are not conserved (but are in na-

ture). Moreover, the sea surface temperatures (SSTs)

are specified as boundary conditions for the reanalyses,

thereby providing an infinite reservoir of heat and water

for the overlying atmosphere. Further, the changing ob-

serving system introduces noticeable inhomogeneities

into the apparent climate record in reanalyses (Robertson

et al. 2011; Trenberth et al. 2011), and energy and water

are not conserved in the atmospheric reanalyses, although

some are better at this than others.
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Model generated estimates of surface water fluxes of

precipitation and evaporation were used by Trenberth

et al. (2011) to compute the net sources of atmospheric

moisture E 2 P over the ocean and the net sink P 2 E

over land, and these were compared with the analyzed

transports of moisture from ocean to land and the es-

timated runoff from land to ocean. Large discrepancies

indicate the shortcomings of some models and the as-

similation systems. In particular, the more recent rean-

alyses from ERA-I (Dee et al. 2011) and Modern-Era

Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications

(MERRA) (Rienecker et al. 2011) use four-dimensional

variational analysis (ERA-I) or an incremental update

procedure (MERRA), which largely removes spinup of

the hydrological cycle that is present in other reanalyses.

However, large spurious changes associated with the

changing observing system greatly influence the pre-

cipitation and some related variables. Bosilovich et al.

(2011) have carried out a comprehensive evaluation of

some reanalyses with a focus on MERRA and the global

energy and water cycles. The transports of moisture from

ocean to land were found to be much more resilient to

such changes and more reliable and consistent across

reanalyses thanP andE estimates (Trenberth et al. 2011).

Accordingly, in this paper we go a stage further and ex-

amine the moisture transports and their convergence

over land to examine regional aspects while assessing

their merit using physical constraints associated with

other datasets.

3. Transports of energy and water from ocean to
land

a. Global land

In examining transports from ocean to land, the reso-

lution of the data canmake a difference because it affects

the delimiters of the land–ocean coastline. How one de-

fines land can also make some differences and here we

include permanent ice shelves as land. By moving from

T42 resolution for the Earth Radiation Budget Experi-

ment (ERBE), as in Fasullo and Trenberth (2008a), to

T63 resolution here, there is an increase in transport

from ocean to land of 0.4 PW. This comes from much

improved definition of many islands, such as Japan and

New Zealand. In our calculations, we ensured that the

area of land is the same across all reanalyses and we

used the same land–sea mask.

To frame the analysis, it is worthwhile outlining the a

priori expectations for transports of energy from ocean

to land. In the extratropics, the Northern Hemisphere

dominates and strong westerlies in winter transport

heat and moisture from ocean to land, highlighting the

maritime versus continental influences. In summer, land

is typically warmer than the ocean and sea breezes may

develop that transport heat from land to ocean although

compensated by moisture transport to land as part of the

hydrological cycle. Indeed, in lower latitudes in mon-

soons, there is a transport of moisture from ocean to land

as LE that gives rise to diabatic heating in the monsoon

rains, and the monsoon circulation itself transports DSE

from land to ocean in summer. A characteristic of these

kinds of flows is a very large cancellation between LE and

DSE transports (Trenberth and Stepaniak 2003b) with

a small net transport from land to ocean. Overall there

must be a moisture transport from ocean to land as part

of the hydrological cycle. In addition, globally there is

compensation between the two hemispheres.

Fasullo and Trenberth (2008a) provided estimates of

the annual mean net energy flow from ocean to land as

2.2 6 0.1 PW (62 sigma) from the NCEP–NCAR re-

analysis and the 40-yr ECMWF Re-Analysis (ERA-40).

Values rose to 5 PW in the Northern Hemisphere winter

and reversed somewhat in the northern summer. Inter-

annual variability of monthly means was order 61 PW,

with only small (order of 0.2 PW) differences between the

two reanalyses.

Based on streamflow discharge into the ocean (Dai

and Trenberth 2002; Dai et al. 2009), the moisture

transport from ocean to land is 40 3 103 km3 yr21 [or

40 Eg yr21, which is 1.3 Sv (1 Sv [ 106m3 s21)]. These

values include crude estimates for Antarctica (2.6 3
103 km3 yr21), and so the rest of land value is ;37.3 3
103 km3 yr21 overall. For the 1990s, when the impact of

Mount Pinatubo dropped values down somewhat owing

to reduced solar flux (Trenberth and Dai 2007), the

estimate is ;39 3 103 km3 yr21. The uncertainties in

these estimates are not well determined. The temporal

variability from 1948 to 2004 has a standard deviation of

0.98 3 103 km3yr21, giving an uncertainty in a decade

mean of about 60.6 3 103 km3yr21 (2 standard errors).

However, the structural uncertainty is likely larger and

best determined by examining the closure.

First, to provide some overall context for interpreting

energy flow results from reanalyses, Fig. 1 shows the net

TOA radiation into Earth from several reanalyses.

Shown are results from the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis

[labeled as NCEP–NCARGlobal Reanalysis 1 (NCEP-

1)], the Japanese Reanalysis Project (JRA), ERA-40,

NCEP Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR),

MERRA, and ERA-I (see Trenberth et al. 2011). Al-

though the exact observed values are not known,

the net imbalance after 1994 is about 0.7–0.9Wm22

(Trenberth 2009; Trenberth et al. 2009; Loeb et al. 2009;

Hansen et al. 2011), with a slight drop in the 2000s by

0.10–0.15Wm22 owing to the quiet sun. The Mount

Pinatubo eruption caused a major drop in incoming
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radiation in 1991 (e.g., Trenberth andDai 2007), but this is

not present in any of the atmospheric reanalyses, although

it features prominently in an ocean reanalysis (Balmaseda

et al. 2013). Clearly the imbalance is positive, as warming

is readily apparent (Solomon et al. 2007), but both the

absolute values and the changes over time in atmospheric

reanalyses have little or no relationship to the actual

values expected, and values can be off by 10Wm22.

ERA-I values are the most stable and plausible and

closest to correct but with an offset of about 23Wm22.

The energy transports fromocean to land fromERA-I

for 1979–2010 are examined (Fig. 2) for the mean annual

cycle.Given are the contributions fromLE,DSE, and the

total, which also includes a very small component from

kinetic energy. The annual mean DSE transport is close

to zero, but it exhibits a large annual cycle ranging from

13 PW in January to 23 PW in July. There is a small

annual cycle to LEwith a peak in February and an annual

mean of about 2.5 PW. Accordingly, the TE transport

also averages 2.5 PW but has a large annual cycle. This is

slightly larger than found by Fasullo and Trenberth

(2008a), and the differences result mainly from higher

resolution and improved land–sea definition.

The 12-month running mean transport of energy from

ocean to land shows quite a large spread among re-

analyses (Fig. 3), which is not altogether surprising given

the large and varying impacts of changes in the observing

system on most of the reanalyses (Trenberth et al. 2011).

Shown are results from NCEP-1, JRA, ERA-40, CFSR,

MERRA, andERA-I. Problems in the archive prevented

calculations of MERRA DSE transports.1 The least

agreement is for DSE and problems are known to occur

in NCEP-1, JRA, and CFSR, which were all greatly

affected, especially by the 1998–2001 transition from

Television and Infrared Observation Satellite (TIROS)

Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) to Advanced

TOVS (ATOVS), and ERA-40, which was beset with

problems associated with and following the Pinatubo

eruption. Surprisingly, there is more agreement with

the LE transports in terms of both sharp drops in 1991

following the Mt Pinatubo eruption and in 1997/98 with

the major El Ni~no event while exhibiting a general slight

upward trend.

The transport of total energy, including kinetic en-

ergy, from ocean to land (Fig. 4) is similar to that for

MSE. However, now we add the observed loss of net

energy to space from ERBE and CERES observations,

where the uncertainty in absolute value associated with

the overall energy imbalance is less than 0.2 PW. The

mean value is about 2.8 PW, and it is fairly stable over

time, with only the ERA-I values being somewhat close

and of similar character in terms of variability. Figure 1

suggests that the ERA-I values could be off by 3Wm22,

which is 1.5 PW globally. However, the transport data

relies on quite different variables to the radiative TOA

computation. Hence, an offset by 0.3 PW in the ocean to

land transport is much less than the TOA imbalance but

not surprising. The CERES values may also be ques-

tionable, as the interannual variability of the global

values does not agree very well with the variability from

year to year in ocean heat content (Loeb et al. 2012). For

the latter, the error bars are so large as to make apparent

agreement meaningless. The apparent discrepancies

between TOA net radiation and ocean heat content

variations result in ‘‘missing energy’’ (Trenberth and

Fasullo 2010), but this may be resolved when the deeper

ocean heat variations are included (Balmaseda et al.

2013).

Figure 5 presents the variability in the anomalies of

the main contributing terms for ERA-I. Quite striking

FIG. 1. Net annual mean radiative imbalance downward RT

(Wm22) at TOA from several atmospheric reanalyses.

FIG. 2. Global transport of energy fromocean to land fromERA-I

for 1979–2010. Mean annual cycle is for the TE, LE, andDSE, with

the annual mean for each dotted.

1 In the corrector segment in MERRA, heat fluxes are adjusted

to compensate for the analysis increment, and the archived result is

not the analyzed value, so that the apparent value has the wrong

sign (M. Bosilovich 2012, personal communication).
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variations are present from 0.7 to 20.7 PW in both LE

and DSE but with large cancellation, and much smaller

variations occur in TE transport. The cancellation sug-

gests a dominance of lower latitudes aswill be shown later

(see Fig. 6).

In general it is expected that there is an increase in

precipitation over the tropical Pacific Ocean during El

Ni~no events and more drought on land and the reverse

during La Ni~na (Gu et al. 2007), which would signify an

increase in LE transport onto land during La Ni~na. This

happened in a major way in 2010/11 by enough to lower

sea level by some 5mm (Boening et al. 2012) (not quite

shown in Fig. 5). The downward peaks in LE transport

(Fig. 5) consistently occur in El Ni~no years. In addition

there is a volcanic signal (Gu et al. 2007; Trenberth and

Dai 2007) resulting in less land precipitation, especially

following the Mount Pinatubo eruption in 1991.

Overall, then, it appears that there is a net transport

of energy from ocean to land that is almost entirely

made up of the moisture transport for the annual mean.

However, there are large seasonal variations superposed.

Moreover, there are large ENSO and lower-frequency

variations.

Before advancing to examine the regional aspects, the

global mean land values of several variables are presented

in Table 1. This gives themonthlymean and annual mean

FIG. 3. Transport of (top) DSE, (middle) LE, and (bottom) MSE from ocean to land from

various reanalyses as labeled as 12-month running means in petawatts.
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values for precipitation from the Global Precipitation

Climatology Project (GPCP), precipitation and evapo-

transpiration fromERA-I, runoff fromDai andTrenberth

(2002), and moisture convergence and E 2 P (moisture

budget) from ERA-I. These values are surprisingly

similar to those presented by Trenberth et al. (2007b),

which were based on results from a land model forced

with observed precipitation and estimates of other at-

mospheric forcings. Both precipitation and ET peak in

July because of the dominance of Northern Hemisphere

land. Atmospheric moisture convergence, however,

peaks in February, in the southern summer associated

with the Southern Hemisphere land, while the annual

cycle is small in the Northern Hemisphere. Regional

details are given below.

b. Meridional annual cycle

As an update and extension to Fasullo and Trenberth

(2008b), Fig. 6 presents the latitude–time section for land

for the total mean annual cycle for RT, the divergence

of LE and DSE, and the net surface flux Fs. The large

compensation between the DSE and LE contributions

throughout the tropics is readily apparent (Trenberth

and Stepaniak 2003b), and the large annual cycle in

DSE convergence in winter and divergence in summer

is evident over both hemispheres (to 508S in the Southern

Hemisphere). The net surface flux is the residual and is

mostly small but gets up to 45Wm22 in the northern high

latitudes (Fig. 6).

For water-related quantities, Fig. 7 presents the

annual cycle over land for P and runoff from ERA-I,

P 2 E from the atmospheric moisture budget, and the

GRACE changes in storage. These latter three should

sum to zero if the water budget is closed. It is not. Here

the runoff from ERA-I is not the observed values used

elsewhere in this paper, and the timing, in particular,

differs from the observations. The implied change

in storage from ERA-I is shifted by at least 1 month

earlier relative to the GRACE-implied values. TheP2
E panel is similar to the divergence of LE panel in Fig. 6

as the difference is an atmospheric storage tendency

term. The excess of E over P in the subtropics in winter

months can only occur if there a release of moisture from

the soils and groundwater, as is found in the ›S/›t panel.

The drying of northern continents is also evident in

summer.

FIG. 4. Transport of total energy from ocean to land from various reanalyses as labeled as

12-month running means in petawatts. Also shown are the ERBE and CERES radiation from

land to space and the gray shading shows the time for observations from each.

FIG. 5.Global transport of energy fromocean to land fromERA-I

for 1979–2010 in petawatts and monthly anomalies smoothed with

a 13-point filter that reduces less than annual fluctuations (Trenberth

et al. 2007a) for the TE, LE, and DSE. Also shown (shaded peach)

are the El Ni~no events as denoted by the ocean Ni~no index from the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
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c. Continental regions

The energy and water budgets for North America

have been outlined in detail in Trenberth and Fasullo

(2013), who also explored the interannual variability of

themoisture budget for that region in terms of the overall

moisture convergence and how well it was replicated in

reanalyses.Herewedocument the various components of

both for the annual mean and annual cycle for Eurasia,

North and South America, Australia, and Africa. North

America is included for completeness.

Hence there are five sets of figures, one for each re-

gion (Figs. 8–12). Each figure consists of twomajor parts

devoted to the energy cycle (left) and the water cycle

(right); within those, at the right there are the annual

mean values as vertical bars and the departures from the

annual mean at the left. Note that the vertical scales

differ among the regions. For energy, included are RT,

ASR, and OLR from CERES; the divergence of TE,

DSE, and LE from ERA-I; the tendency term; and then

the residual as Fs. For water, P and E from the model

reanalysis are included along with P 2 E from

the moisture budget. The P from GPCP (Huffman et al.

2009) is also included as well as themoisture convergence

term. In addition, the tendency in total groundwater

storage fromGRACE is given along with river discharge

estimates for the continent and their sum as a residual.

In the figures, the spread around the mean annual

cycle is determined from the interannual variability and

given as one standard deviation (not a standard error).

Hence, the standard error of the mean values depends

upon the number of years. Because the river discharge is

for a different period, we made use of the full 1948–2004

FIG. 6. Mean annual cycle of the zonal mean energetic terms for land (Wm22) averaged for 2000–10. Given are net

TOA radiation downward RT, the divergence of LE and DSE, and the implied surface flux Fs downward.

TABLE 1. Monthly and annual mean land values for 2000–10

precipitation P from GPCP; precipitation P, evaporation E, mois-

ture convergence QConv, and P 2 E (from moisture budget) from

ERA-I; and runoff R (mmday21) for 1990–2005 from Dai et al.

(2009). The maximum value is in boldface and the minimum is in

italics. A value of 1mmday21 is equivalent to 4.3 PW of latent en-

ergy or 5.4 3 104 km3 yr21.

Month P GPCP P E R QConv P 2 E

Jan 2.14 2.12 1.25 0.49 0.80 0.79

Feb 2.18 2.15 1.29 0.52 0.84 0.81

Mar 2.15 2.15 1.39 0.53 0.78 0.75

Apr 1.99 2.11 1.54 0.57 0.64 0.59

May 1.96 2.11 1.69 0.73 0.52 0.45

Jun 2.13 2.28 1.85 1.02 0.47 0.39

Jul 2.31 2.44 1.91 0.89 0.49 0.44

Aug 2.23 2.36 1.78 0.81 0.48 0.51

Sep 2.07 2.25 1.60 0.76 0.51 0.59

Oct 1.97 2.13 1.43 0.65 0.58 0.64

Nov 1.98 2.07 1.33 0.53 0.61 0.66

Dec 2.09 2.11 1.26 0.50 0.75 0.76

Annual 2.10 2.19 1.53 0.67 0.62 0.61
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record to compute the standard deviation of 8-yr means

in estimating a standard error of the residual of the

water budget. Note that, to compare the values in Figs.

8–12, which are per unit area, with Fig. 2, it is necessary

to also account for the land area.

For Eurasia and North America (Figs. 8, 9), there is

some similarity. OLR exceeds ASR and there is a net

sink of energy made up largely by a combination of

convergence of DSE and LE. OLR peaks late in sum-

mer following temperature, while ASR peaks in June

with the solstice, so that the annual cycle of RT peaks

earlier and with lower values than ASR. In the annual

cycle, latent energy divergence plays very little role for

Eurasia because of large compensating effects in the

Asian monsoon and extratropical moisture transports.

In both landmasses, the annual Fs value is less than

4Wm22 and, as an indication of the error in closure, it

is quite small. However, there is a distinct annual cycle

in Fs associated with the heating up and drying of the

land after the spring equinox peaking about June. Max-

imum cooling occurs in November.

Owing to the large monsoon contribution to Eurasia,

the water cycle differs somewhat between the two land-

masses (Figs. 8, 9). Precipitation peaks sharply in July

in Eurasia, but the peak is drawn out more in North

America. ET has a sharp maximum in both regions in

late June, reflecting the energy and water availability.

In Eurasia, P exceeds E from June through September

while river discharge peaks in June as the land also dries

out in terms of water storage. The latter is more dis-

tinctive and larger in amplitude in North America,

where P . E replenishes groundwater from October

through February. The annual mean water imbalance,

which should be close to zero, is indeed extremely small

in both regions and even its annual cycle is quite small,

although the nature of the annual cycle variations is

suggestive of slight errors in GRACE.

In the Southern Hemisphere, Australia and South

America (Figs. 10, 11) have somewhat opposite annual

cycles to the northern continents and both have strong

monsoon components. In South America, the annual

cycle of moisture convergence is huge compared with

other regions and the large net convergence of atmo-

spheric moisture feeds the mighty Amazon River flows,

which is seen as the 1.8mmday21 runoff value (Fig. 11).

The monsoon component makes for relatively much

larger interannual variability than in the extratropics,

especially associated with ENSO (Fig. 5). For energy,

both continents have a tiny excess of energy and net

transport of energy to the oceans. The closure is excellent

for Australia but exceeds 4Wm22 for South America,

highlighting uncertainties in some data.

Australian rain (Fig. 10) mostly evaporates or goes

into seasonal storage, with the runoff small for the annual

FIG. 7. Zonalmeanmoisture budget terms for land.Given are the (a) precipitation fromERA-I, (b)P2E from the

atmospheric moisture budget, (c) land river discharge and runoff into the oceans from ERA-I for 2000–10, and

(d) GRACE mean monthly rates of change in water storage (mmday21) for 2003–10.
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mean and each month as well. In contrast, the annual

runoff is huge in South America (Fig. 11) and there is

a distinct annual cycle. The annual cycle of groundwater

storage is also very substantial. BothERA-I andMERRA

monsoon precipitation were shown to be too low in the

southern Amazon in January (Trenberth et al. 2011). In

Australia, there is a residual to the water balance asso-

ciated with too much evaporation in ERA-I (Trenberth

et al. 2011; Albergel et al. 2012). In South America,

there is a spurious annual mean surplus of water most

likely associated with an underestimate of streamflow

(Dai et al. 2009).

In Africa (Fig. 12), there is a strong semiannual cycle

to the net radiation and energy transports associated

with the fact that Africa straddles the equator and has

a double monsoon. The land area is skewed to the north,

however. Again, there is large interannual variability

associated with the monsoon rains and ENSO. Peak

absorbed and net radiation is in the northern spring and

autumn, as the monsoon cloudiness reduces amounts

at the solstices. There is a net annual surplus of radiation

of order 20Wm22 that is transported offshore by the

monsoon circulation even asmoisture is transported onto

land. There is no annual cycle in the surface heat storage

Fs, but annual mean closure of the energy budget exceeds

4Wm22 as a spurious residual.

For water in Africa (Fig. 12), the broad peak from

August to March in rainfall is countered by a sharp re-

duction in June, prior to the northern monsoon. Mois-

ture convergence peaks in August and is a minimum in

May, and discrepancies between rainfall estimates high-

light data uncertainties. Storage of water peaks in July–

August, and there is a small annual cycle in river discharge,

peaking late in the year. The residual is quite large sea-

sonally, suggesting uncertainties in several quantities,

especially from August to November.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we first show the merits and shortcom-

ings of the reanalyses with regard to TOA radiation and

transports of energy and water from ocean to land, and

FIG. 8. (left) Regional energy budget terms (Wm22) and (right) water budget terms (mmday21) for Eurasia with

the annual means as bars on right side of the departures from the annual means. The shading denotes one standard

deviation spread about themean. (top left) TOA radiation forASR (red),OLR (blue), and net (RT) (black) for 2000–

10; (middle left) divergence of total energy (black), latent energy (blue), and dry static energy (red) and the rate of

change in total energy (gray) for 2000–10; and (bottom left) the residual, which is the implied surface energy flux into

the earth from the net downward radiation minus the divergence of total energy minus the change in energy storage.

(top right) Precipitation fromERA-I (blue) andGPCP (blue dotted or blue dashed at right), evaporation fromERA-I

(red), P 2 E from the moisture budget (black), and the convergence of the latent energy flux (black dotted), all for

2003–10. (bottom right) River discharge R into the oceans (green) for 1990–2004, change in water storage S on land

(orange) for 2003–10, and the residual (black dotted or solid at right) computed asP2E2 dS/dt2R. For the latter, the

shading depicts 61 standard error of the mean.
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then we exploit them as best we can to provide insights

into regional energy and water cycles. There is a net

transport of energy from ocean to land that is almost

entirely made up of the moisture transport for the annual

mean. However, there are large seasonal variations su-

perposed associated with DSE transports: large energy

transports (6 PW) onto land in northern winter but small

net transports from land to ocean in northern summer.

Moreover, there are large ENSO variations, with smaller

transports of moisture onto land during El Ni~no events.

Large differences exist among results from different re-

analyses and even the most stable and best (ERA-I)

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for North America.

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 8, but for Australia.
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contains spurious trends in LE transport onto land, as

discussed below. Nonetheless, for land as a whole and

for the large continental regions described here, the de-

scription of the annual means and the mean annual cycle

is now quite good and these signals are much larger than

the estimated uncertainties.

There is a wealth of information contained in the

figures that are only partly described here. Using ERA-I,

a reasonably physically consistent picture emerges as to

the mean and annual cycles of energy and water flows

from ocean to land in the atmosphere and the conti-

nental-scale energy and water budgets on land. In other

FIG. 11. As for Fig. 8, but for South America.

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 8, but for Africa.
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words, the closure of the regional energy budgets is

quite good and it is mainly in regions of known lower

quality observations (Africa and South America) where

problems are apparent, although arid regions such as

Australia can be improved as well. This does not mean

the closure exists locally on land as there are compen-

sating errors.

The Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC;

Schneider et al. 2013) has released a new land precip-

itation version and shows substantial differences with

ERA-I precipitation and some modest differences with

GPCP. The latter are mainly over Africa and South

America, as well as throughout Indonesia, highlighting

data issues. However, differences are bigger with ERA-I

but often of mixed sign, so that they cancel to some de-

gree on a continental basis.

More generally, we have evaluated aspects of energy

and moisture flows from ocean to land and TOA energy

imbalances in a number of atmospheric reanalyses and

found that most contain unacceptable errors. None of

the reanalyses treat volcanic eruptions and aerosol in the

atmosphere at all, and the energy imbalance has the

wrong sign and mostly unreliable variability. In re-

analyses, this is not a tuned quantity as it is in climate

models and, even if it were, it would be upset by the as-

similation of data (analysis increments) and fixed SSTs

that provide an infinite source or sink of energy, while the

oceans always provide sources of moisture.

As noted previously, the total flow of energy is much

more stable than its constituent parts. By far the largest

components are DSE and LE, which are strongly neg-

atively correlated in the tropics, in particular. This is

especially characteristic of monsoons, where low level

winds transport moisture onto warm land, which realizes

latent heat when condensation occurs, but there has to

be a net transport of energy from land to ocean to drive

the monsoon circulation. While the land–sea contrast in

temperature sets the stage, much of the heat comes from

the latent energy. By far the largest interannual vari-

ability is also in the tropics and is mostly associated with

ENSO.

While most of the radiative imbalance that changes

enormously with seasons is offset by transports of energy

between ocean and land, changes in storage of energy in

the atmosphere contribute a modest amount and sea-

sonal uptake of heat by land can exceed 20Wm22 over

extratropical continents as a whole. This heat goes into

warming the land, melting snow, and evaporating mois-

ture.While the continental values seem reasonable, maps

of the local values donot, at this point, but it is worthwhile

examining this aspect using climate models to improve

the observational estimates, provide a basis for evaluat-

ing surface fluxes, and improve models.

There is an interesting upward trend in latent en-

ergy and thus moisture from ocean to land in all re-

analyses (Fig. 3). In ERA-I it amounts to about 0.6 PW

from 1980 to the 2000s (Fig. 5) and this is equivalent

to 0.14 mm day21 change over that period (about

50mmyr21). This means an implied increasing excess

of P over E. While land precipitation does not appear

to have changed much in GPCP from 1979 to 2008

(Huffman et al. 2009), it has increased in several other

products as seen in the recent annual State of the Climate

assessment analysis (Parker et al. 2012). The main in-

crease is from 1992 to 1999 and with an overall increase

from the 1980s to 2000s in GPCC of about 15mmyr21

relative to GPCP. Jung et al. (2010) found similar trends

in ET on land of 7.1mmyr21 decade21 from 1979 to 1997

but stabilizing thereafter. The moisture budgets of re-

analyses are known to suffer from spurious changes

over time associated with changes in the observing

system and especially the TOVS/ATOVS transitions

in 1998 and 2001 (see Trenberth et al. 2011). ERA-I

was mainly affected by changes in Special Sensor Mi-

crowave Imager (SSM/I) observations, and a noticeable

discontinuity occurs early in 1992 in association with

a huge increase in SSM/I datawith the introduction of the

F10 Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)

satellite (see Trenberth et al. 2011). In all cases, these

changes affected values mainly over the oceans, but this

affects the moisture flow onto land. Hence it seems likely

that the large trend (Fig. 5) is at least partly spurious. It

would be reduced by about half (0.3 PWor 25mmyr21) if

the LE values prior to 1992 were increased by about

0.3 PW as part of a step function, andDSEwould need to

be decreased by a similar amount. However, a warmer

ocean and higher precipitable water over the oceans

(Trenberth et al. 2005) provides a viable mechanism for

an increased transport of water onto land as part of an

intensified water cycle. Increases in La Ni~na events have

also contributed.

The net annual mean land energy imbalance ranges

from 0.2 to 4.3Wm22 in magnitude, which means all

values are less than 2% of the mean of ASR and OLR

as an indication of the net flow of energy through the

climate system. For water, the net annual mean land re-

sidual ranges up to20.35mmday21 for Australia, where

it is 20% of the precipitation value. All other values are

less than 12%. Mean monthly residuals for water can be

as large as about 0.3mmday21, and this may well be ex-

acerbated by the lack of runoff data that is for the same

time interval as indicated by the change in water storage

owing to earlier snowmelt associated with climate change

(Derksen and Brown 2012).

For the water budget, river discharge data updates are

desired that extend beyond individual basins, GRACE
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data need to be continually exercised and improved, and

precipitation and ET estimates also require attention.

Since this study was completed, a new release was made

of GRACEdata, version RL05, and products from three

groups are available [from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

as given by Landerer and Swenson (2012); University of

Texas, as given by Tapley et al. (2004); and German

Research Center for Geosciences (GFZ) Potsdam, as

given by Siemes et al. (2013)]. We have recomputed

all of our results with these new products, which all

have differences between them in the mean monthly

values for the regions in Figs. 8–12 on the order of 0.1–

0.2mmday21, and with the product used here, but none

achieves closure in the surface water budget that is sig-

nificantly improved upon our original estimate. None-

theless, the different results highlight the uncertainties

remaining in the GRACE products.

Pan et al. (2012) provide a comprehensive analysis of

sources of error in their water budgets of river basins

around the world. They suggest that ET is the biggest

source of error inmost basins, especially in southernAsia,

Africa, andAustralia, while precipitation is amajor source

of error in South America because of the heavy rainfall

but sparse network of gages. These findings are consistent

with our independent assessment. However, the use of

the atmospheric moisture transports and their conver-

gence provides a valuable large-scale constraint that

makes many aspects of this problem now more viable.
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